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 Objective of the Event: 

 The objective of seminar is intended to aware diploma students about the 
Assistive technologies used by blind peoples to ease their life
live with the help of various assistive 
 

 Outcome of the Event: 
 Students got knowledge of various functionalities of 

technologies like stick, eye glass
 In this seminar, expert has

starting from scratch like installation, 
students to work in assistive technology
available. 
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Venue / Platform : 
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Objective of the Event:   
The objective of seminar is intended to aware diploma students about the 
Assistive technologies used by blind peoples to ease their life
live with the help of various assistive technologies like stick, eye glass etc.

 
Students got knowledge of various functionalities of various assistive 

stick, eye glass, chess etc. 
expert has covered of basics of assistive technologies

starting from scratch like installation, use from basic first step.
students to work in assistive technology as there huge future scope 

Blind People Association, near IIM

Mr. Ranchhod sir, Ms. Vidhimam

2nd August 2023 

S V Hall,  GP Ahmedabad 
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Prof. B H Kantevala, HOD 
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The objective of seminar is intended to aware diploma students about the 
Assistive technologies used by blind peoples to ease their life and how they 

stick, eye glass etc. 

various assistive 

assistive technologies, 
step. It motivates 

as there huge future scope 

IIM, Ahmedabad 

Ranchhod sir, Ms. Vidhimam 
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